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Summit 

 

 

Oakland, California, USA, 2018-Oct-10 — /EPR Network/ — Smart Scale Co. announced 
today its October 11th launch at New West Summit of the world’s first IoT smart scale 
container for the cannabis industry. The patent pending “Stashaweigh™” is an industry-
forward weighing device that utilizes the ease of Bluetooth connectivity via a 

smartphone app to make tracking and saving your cannabis history seamless. 

Stashaweigh™ is the brainchild of inventor and entrepreneur Josh Lee, Founder and 
CEO of Smart Scale Co., which he created in 2017. Lee, in conjunction with a team of 
technology engineers, has a vision for smart data-sharing, powered by machine 

learning and advanced AI, that he hopes will shake up the cannabis market. 

Lee recalls, “As a technology inventor I saw a lack of technology being built for the 
cannabis market that matched what was out in the mainstream marketplace. I chose to 
build the most technologically advanced stash container, the Stashaweigh™, a patent-

pending IoT device that integrates a smart scale, connected smartphone app, and 
water and smell-proof container to manage your usage history by weight, day, time and 
strain.” 

Stashaweigh™ allows its users to track and manage usage history through their 

smartphones, and gives accurate weight, date, and time feedback while storing precise 
dosage history during each session. The company will use machine learning and AI to 
track and predict user habits from around the country that give dispensaries, growers, 



scientists, and medical professionals tools to more accurately respond to consumer 
needs and trends. 

“Our goal is not only to give consumers a secure device to store their cannabis, but to 

help them learn more about their usage habits, while giving them tools to manage their 
cannabis like never before. We are thrilled to launch our product at New West Summit, 
the industry-leading cannabis technology conference.” 

Stashaweigh™ is the first container in a line of expected smart scale devices that make 

using, selling, prescribing, and growing cannabis smarter and more effective. 

The sleek new scale will debut on October 11th and should be available for purchase by 
the end of 2018. 
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Josh Lee 
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